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PREFACE 
The choice of this particular piece of research for 
analysis was to some extent influenced by the experiences of 
my field placements in a Children's Aid Society and in Pro-
vincial Welfare. In both settings I worked with families 
receiving public assistance and became concerned about the 
generally poor performance and adjustment in school of many 
children in these families. Increasing emphasis is being 
placed on the need for education. It is important to examine 
the situation in order to see why these children are not suc-
cessful, so that changes can be brought about to meet their 
educational needs. Without adequate education and training 
the future for these children in our present society would 
appear to be rather limited in terms of participating fully 
in the community. 
ii 
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CHAPTER I 
PURPOSE MB 3ETTIKG OF THE STUDY 
This study, School Performance of Children in Families 
Receiving Public Assistance in Canada, conducted by Dr. Mukhtar 
A. Malik of the research staff of the Canadian Welfare Council, 
was initiated by the Canadian Public Welfare Association and 
financed by grants from the Department of National Health and 
Welfare. The Canadian Public Welfare Association was concerned 
that the children of public assistance families are "being 
prohibited" from taking full advantage of educational oppor-
tunities. This possible educational inequality is the under-
lying rationale which prompted the research to be undertaken. 
It does not appear that the educational system was involved 
in the formulative stages of the research. Had this system 
either initiated the research or been engaged at the beginning 
of the study, the direction of the research night have been 
altered so as to focus more on the educational aspects of the 
study and so provide a more detailed and comprehensive assess-
ment of the school performance of the children in the sample. 
The problem which this research study wished to address 
was the extent to which factors associated with the receipt of 
public assistance influenced the school performance of the 
children of public assistance families. It was felt that 
there were factors associated with receiving public assistance 
1 
2 
which created a self-perpetuating cycle of dependency on 
assistance—inadequate education leading to unemployment 
in adulthood, Ii* children of assistance families are at a 
disadvantage in school, then the existing public welfare 
system is perhaps causing successive generations of people 
to be ill-prepared to meet the increasing demand of the labour 
market for skilled workers. These children are not being per-
mitted the opportunity to achieve economic independence in 
adulthood. 
A year-long study was conducted in four major cities 
across Canada—Vancouver, Winnipeg, Edmonton, and Montreal— 
to investigate the problem. The samples in this study were 
composed of 399 families in the experimental group who were 
receiving public assistance, and 1^1 families in the control 
group who were not receiving public assistance. The control 
group was selected on the basis of criteria which the research-
er hoped would natch the two groups on t;he basis of socio-
economic status. Data were collected from public assistance 
records, school records, interviews conducted with parents in 
the home, and questionnaires administered to the children. The 
children studied were in the seventh grade and up. Field 
interviews began in October 19&5, and were completed in March, 
1966. 
The findings of the study indicate that children on 
public assistance do perform poorly in school in comparison 
with children in unassisted families at the sane economic 
level, and that boys do even worse than girls. The results 
3 
frorr. the questionnaires and interviews showed that the assisted 
parents* aspirations for their children were lower than those 
in the control group, and the children's own school plans 
showed the same tendency. These findings were supported by 
a study of th@ educational and occupational achievements of 
the oldest child out of school, as in almost twice as many 
assisted families as control families, the oldest child left 
school below the age of sixteen. Upon further examination, 
it would appear questionable to conclude immediately from 
these findings that the goals of families on assistance were 
more limited than those of non-recipients because of differ-
ent value orientations. In a large proportion of cases, the 
children dropped out of school to help support the family 
financially. The goals and aspirations of these assisted 
families nay not differ from those of more advantaged income 
groups, but rather are based on a realistic appraisal of the 
child's chances for advancement in view of the family's limited 
resources and the support it is able to offer him. The con-
clusions reached by the researcher could be questionned in 
light of the sample drawn for the study and the research in-
struments used. 
It is important to note that in 71.4^ Q^ the assistance 
families, as opposed to 9»9£ of the control families, there was 
no father present in the home. This variable, family disor-
ganization, is not taken into consideration in explaining the 
overall conclusions drawn from the data. This uncontrolled 
variable nay be directly or indirectly influencing school 
performance of the experimental group as well as affecting th® 
educational and occupational aspirations of these children. 
CHAPTER n 
RELATIOtf Of RESEARCH STOP! TO EglCTIKQ 
POWLEPGE AMD RESEARCH 
In beginning a study of the factors associated with 
the receipt of public assistance which could influence school 
performance of children in these families, the researchers 
reviewed previous studies and literature dealing with factors 
relating to social class and identified as affecting school 
performance* The researchers have tended to use a socio-
cultural framework for their study. Literature using this 
approach to explain variations in educational behaviour among 
school children has tended to focus on four aspects of be-
haviour* academic achievement, educational and occupational 
aspirations and expectations, and the individual'8 social be-
haviour. It is felt that educational behaviour is, to some 
extent, influenced by the family, peer group, the school, and 
the existing class structure* 
In examining the effect of socio-economic class dif-
ferences on achievement and other aspects of individual be* 
haviour, th© researchers have used the results of studies car-
ried out by Porter. He has shown that the upper social classes 
are over-represented in the upper grades of high school. Aaong 
the families where the father's education fell into the higher 
occupational classes, a greater percentage of children between 
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the ages of fourteen and twenty-four were in school, as com-
pared to children whose fathers were employed in th© lowest 
occupational classes. 
The researchers view th© educational system as being 
open—that is, everyone who has the ability and wishes to get 
an education can do so* Becker, however, in looking at edu-
cation as a symbol of social position and a means of achiev-
ing higher social position, sees access to higher social posi-
tion as being restricted to meabers of the middle class who 
are able to benefit from th© educational opportunities avail-
's 
able in society which permit social mobility. Havighurst 
also discussed education in relation to social mobility and 
identifies the functional and symbolic value of education. Th© 
functional value is related to the specific purpose which 
education has for the needs of the labour market, while the 
symbolic value is only in terns of status for the individual.^ 
These findings tie in with Turner's theory of sponsored and 
contest mobility. The latter is characterised by maximum op-
portunity for entrance into a higher social class for all 
ifrwHi I*»I urn in I I t) <»IHI>III I IWIII«IIH»WW i ^ i m " "nimt.mMiiiiij'iuw'1'ii* H I B I M I I I I I I W H I I B m m - i i m m ^ i w i . I ' l i m m m w i n ^Mmi i , in»—mi 11 liiiinn ,i I » » I W UK—.Hi .n iUni iwap—*' '^ ' *WIB '> | I»»* IW' ' mi I—««WIII«MHHIH«fc— 
John Porter, Thy yentlcal llosalc <TorontoJ Univer-
sity of Toronto Press, 1965), pTI tu . 
2 
Howard S. Becker, ^Schools and Systems of Stratifi-
cation," in Education./Economy and Society, ed. by A. H. 
Halsey, Jean Floud, &ts& C. Arnold Anderson (Umt Tork: Th© 
Free Press, 1961), p. 93-102. 
'Robert J. Havighurst, "Education and Social Mobility 
in 4 Societies,*' in Education. Economy and Society, ed by A. H. 
Halsey, Jean Floud, and C, ArnoTSnAnderson {New tork: The 
Free Press, 1961), p. 113. 
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members of society; whereas in sponsored nobility, entrance 
is controlled by the existing elite and restrictions are 
usually placed on who shall enter educational institutions 
which grant credentials for entrance into the elite.* 
Eogoff states that education either facilitates up-
ward social mobility or maintains favoured class position of 
the individual. Children who start life in a given social 
class vary in the class status they achieve as adults in 
proportion to the amount of formal schooling they obtain. 
Rogoff identified three factors which could be operating? (1) 
school system of rewards and punishments used to inplinent 
goals, {2} family attitude toward education, {3) community 
structure and norms. A link is proposed between ecological 
processes and processes of incluencing social class position. 
Socio-economic position influences the type of community or 
neighbourhood where the family will live; ecological status 
affects life chances of children, some of whom will remain 
in the social class of their parents, while others will shift 
in status.> It would appear that in selecting their sample, 
th© researchers have not taken into consideration the third 
factor identified by Rogoff. Th© four cities selected are 
in four different provinces, and the researchers have attempted 
— — — iiinwin—ipuli i * m « »IIII»I.IM>—iili » "Wnm mm"—HI*—••—mani in i mM\im*m»immm • *mmmt*m> mm m > i> 1—1 i | » n w — * a B mi *miiti<m'mM\iunmmma*m«ltommimMum< i inn-i i w n i m w u n i w — ' " " * » • « ! — ' * — • 
^Ralph H* Turner, "Modes of Social Ascent through 
Education: Sponsored and Gontest Mobility," in Education, 
gconopar.andSoei^y. ed. by A. H. Halsey. Jean Floud, and 
C. Arnold Anderson (Hew York: The Free Press, 1961), p.136. 
^Natalie logoff, "Local Social Structure and Eduea-
cational Selection," IgMpa^on,,. Ec^noay, .and, fla^«$g> ®d» , 
by A. H. Halsey, Jean Floud, and C. Arnold Anderson (New Tork; 
The Free Press, 1961), pp. 241-250. 
J3 
to control for regional differences by including in the 
appendix the results of their data in the form of percent-
age distributions based on the findings of each city. The 
researchers do not, apparently, take Into account the effect 
differences on a conniunity or neighbourhood level night have 
on school perforaanc©. 
Halsey, Frankel,' and Coster, have in thoir respec-
tive studies concluded that social class and intelligence as 
noasured by standard intelligence tests, are positively re-
lated, This social class difference is also shown in the 
narks received by the students. Bernstein sees differences 
In th© type of lan3ua.ce used among the middle and lower classes 
which correspond sonewhat to Placetfs fomal and concrete 
thought processes. The use of public language by the lower 
class, characterised by rigid syntax and restricted naanlnos, 
places the lower class child at a disadvantage in the middle 
class school and with children fron other classes where for-
mal language is used.-' Although there are numerous arguments 
w i W ' i p ' l i i l i l i i i i W n mwmu*mmt«winmii*mi*m i«i»Hi».ii«M—»i.«iwwfc«i«i m m n m n ,tm„m HJ»I !I>I.IH|>III»I- Hi.n.W »"»w»i ! • I » I W ' i . i f n n w w i —..ai..in«>nin»iM.iiMi nW i—m. ••—' "Wmlw WII •J—I»»I until •»»•'• 
A, H* Halsey, "Genetics £ Social Structure and In-
telligence," British Journal of Sociolo,^. IX (1959), p. 15. 
'Edward Frankel, "A Comparative Study of Achieving and 
Under-achieving High School Boys of High Intellectual Ability,'1 
Journal QJ* Educational Research , LIII {January, I960), pp. 172-
loO. 
John K. Coster, "Some Characteristics of High School 
Pupils fron Three Income Groups," Journal of Educational Psy-
chology, L (1959), pp. 55-62. 
•^ Basil Bernstein, "Social Structure, Language and 
Learning," School Children and the UrbanJ81up» ad. hy Joan 
I, Roberts (New York: The' ^ ee"Tre'ss,'"l967), pp. 137-142. 
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ajairtst this interpretation of the relationship between school 
achievement and social class, I.Q. test results are frequently 
used as the basis for ©ducational decisions concerning the 
typo of schoolin/ and career the individual pursues. The 
researchers have irplicitly nade the assumption in measuring 
academic performance that the results of standard tests used 
in the school are a valid irieasureraent of academic achievement. 
The researchers have used income and occupational 
lovels as two najor criterion in detcmininn social class. 
There is strong evidence that there is a hi^er level of edu-
cational aspiration anonc students fron hirher socio-economic 
classes. Par.ily relationships and patterns of child rearing 
have been used to explain this relationship. Ttsmbership in 
higher occupational roles in our society requires adherence 
to certain valuos such as achievement, self-discipline, and 
deferrient of Gratification. Children whose socialisation 
emphasises such valuos and behaviour will have considerable 
advantage over those whose socialization emphasized other 
valuos. Based on public opinion surveys, Hyman found that 
there is less striving for success, an awareness of the lack 
of opportunity, and a lac1: of emphasis on the value of edu-
cation acoag lower class adults. Results of a study by 
Douvan showed that anong students of two socio-economic 
10Herbart H. Hyman, "The Value Systems of Different 
Classes: A Social Psychological Contribution to the Analy-
sis of Stratification," Class. Status and Power, ed. by 
Seyraor Lipset and Rolnhard~l!en&Lx (Mew 'rer&'t The Free 
Press, 1961), pp. 426-442. 
10 
groups, achievement notivation was more highly associated 
with autonomy and comparison with the *ndividual*s past 
performance among middle class children, whilo achievement 
motivation of working class children was more highly dependent 
on material reward. •*• Rosen, however, found that the rela-
tionship between hirh achievement motivation when found to 
be possitively associated to tho achievement of hi^h rrades 
12 
operates independently of social class. 
The task of socialisation of the child, which is a 
responsibility undertaken by the family on behalf of the 
community involves teachinr the child the dominant values, 
attitudes, and behaviour patterns of the community. F.ahl 
and others support the hypothesis that educational achieve-
ment is positively associated with the emphasis and value 
placed on education by the parent, -* This is one area 
•which is explored by the researchers, and they do attempt 
in their interview schedule to look at the reward and punish-
ment system used by the parents. T'lddle class interest and 
encouragement is used as a major factor in explaining the 
academic superiority of these children in comparison with 
•^Elisabeth Douvan, "Social Status and Success Striv-
ings," Journal of Abnormal and Social Psychology, LII 
(195i)» p." '22*. — " ' 
12 
Bernard C. Rosen, "The Achievement Syndrome: A 
Psychocultural Dimension of Social S t ra t i f ica t ion ," Ameri-
can Sociological Review, XXI {1956), pp. 209-210. 
**Joseph Kahl, ,!Hdueattonal and Occupational Aspira-
t ions of *ComBon Kan1 Boys," School ChUdrJinin the Urban 
Slum, ed. oy Joan I . Roberts Jttm York!" TlSe^^elTTrTss, 
!9o7), p . 357-362. 
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lower class children. ^ Kiddle class parents and poors ex-
pect the child to succeed and the child .jets practice at home 
under tho reward system operating in the middle class-oriented 
school. Kahn, in looking at the relationship between social 
class sad parental authority concludes that working class 
parents are more likely to respond in terms of the immediate 
consequences of the child's actions and to use physical 
punishment, while the middle class parents are more likely 
to respond in terms of their interpretation of the implica-
tions behind behaviour, placing higher value on the child"® 
development of internalized standards of behaviour. ' 
Tho researchers h w e not addressed the problor. of 
family relationships in thoir review of the literature, par-
ticularly tho parent-child relationship. Findings of one* 
study indicated unsatisfactory relationships were related to 
l ^ s lower aspirational levels In the student. Itorrov and Jllson 
found, however, that hljh achieving students expressed nor© 
satisfaction and trust in their relationship with parents than 
x
^Jackson Toby, "Orientation to Education as a Factor 
in the School flaladjustment of Lower Class Children," Social 
Forces. 3QSV (1957), p. 25^-260. 
%elvin Kahn, "Social Class and th© Exercise of Paren-
tal Authority," American Sociological Review. XXI"? (June, 
1959), p. 364-365. 
°Russel Dynes, Alfred Clarke axtd Simon Dinitss, "Levels 
of Occupational Aspiration: Some Aspects of Family experi-
ence as a Variable," American Sociological Review. XXI (1956), 
P * 214. 
12 
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did low achievers. 
Teachers* expectations and boha\-iour have been shewn 
to influence tho school performance of tho child. This is 
also influenced by tho child's foelinris toward his teacher. 
Although they do address the difference In social class 
irt 
origins which frequently occur between teacher and student, ' 
and its possible effect on performance, tho researchers do 
not include this as a variable to bo considered in desi*minr 
the research instruments. Rosenthal and Jacobson, in a study, 
have shown that there is a possible negative effect on school 
achievement as a result of the attitudes held by tho teacher 
and his or her expectations for the child. They feci that 
this may be operating with "disadvantaned children" in the 
form of a "self-fulfilling prophesy" with the child*s member-
ship in a disadvantaged <:roup beinf; the reason to expect him 
1Q 
to perform poorly. y 
In approaching: tho research project from a sociologi-
cal frame of reference, tho researcher has not included con-
siderations as to what psychological factors mirrht be operat-
ing either independently of, or in conjunction with environ-Uilliam Morrow and Robert Wilson, "Family Relations of Bright Achieving and Under Achievinr Hi^h School Boys," 
Child Deyeloprient. XXXII (1961), p. 509. 
l* 
Howard 3. Becker, "The Career of the Chicago Public 
School Teacher,': American Journal.of Sociology, LVII (1952), 
pp. 470-477. 
''Robert Rosenthal and Lonore Jacobson, "Teacher Ex-
pectations for the Disadvantaged,11 Scientific American. 
CCXVIII (April, 1966), pp. 19-23. ~* 
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mental factors, to influence school performance. 
Psyehodynamie theory offers several possible inter-
pretations of the underlying causes of poor school perform-
ance. "The psyehodynamic system is a conceptual organisa-
tion of interlocking mental functions . . • ," the irration-
al and rational components of which are, "# • • the id, ego, 
the super ego and the mental representation of the body, the 
self, biosocial roles and reality.ft30 The child in the school 
setting, according to Cameron, is expected to suppress many of 
his individual impulses which otherwise Interfere with learn-
ing. In the noraal child, oedipal curiosity is replaced with 
general curiosity mod eagerness to learn, and aggression is 
channelled into mastering knowledge, expanding external real-
ity and in developing ego and super ego organisation,2* 
Josselyn sees difficulty in school as being an 
indication of excessive strain upon the child*s ego. unable 
to adapt to the restrictions of the school because of too 
many other d«ands for adjustment, the child may be restless 
in school, inattentive and distracting to others, and unable 
22 
to learn. This ties in closely with Erikson's eight stages 
of normal development. Each of these is a potential crisis 
because of radical changes and adjustment m&&9& to success-
« W » CMTO. Penality. D.r.lo^t gM P^hp-
pathology (Boston* Houston Mifflin Company, I9&3), P* 149• 
T;rene Josselyn, Tto Happy. ChlM (New York; Random 
House, 1955)» pp. 104~i07» 233~23£T^ 
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fully pass on to the next stage. The residues of these con-
flicts are carried by every adult. The school-age years of the 
child correspond with Erikson*s utages of "industry vs. guilt" 
and "identity vs. inferiority." In the first stage mentioned, 
the child experiences both the need for a "sense of industry" 
and the danger of a "sense of inferiority." He may still pre-
fer the infantile responsibilities placed on him at home to 
the increased demands of school, normally, the sexual drives 
of the oedipal conflict are dormant in latency. Erikson sees 
difficulties arising if the child still compares himself with 
his father, arousing both a sense of guilt and inferiority. 
Family life may not therefore have been adequate preparation 
for school llfe.2^ 
Havighurst looks at learning in terms of development-
al tasks which must be mastered at certain periods in the 
individual*s life. Failure to do this leads to unhappiness 
in the individual, disapproval by society, and difficulty with 
later tasks. These tasks, stemming from physical development, 
cultural pressures or the aspirations and values of the indi-
vidual, help in understanding the purpose of education* It is 
important in adjusting the timing of the introduction of edu-
cational tasks to consider the periods in human development 
when conditions are most favourable to learning these tasks.^ 
-'Erik H. Erikson, Identity Youth and Crisis (New Tork: 
W. W. Horton and Company, inc., l^Mj, 'pp." 9&-24, 
pi 
^"Paul H. Hussen, John J. Corger, Jerome Kogan, Child 
Development and Personality (New Xork: Harper and Row, 195&5 
pp. 462-476. 
15 
farlous skills ar® needed in school and not all children 
are equally proficient in such things as memory, retention, 
and motor-coordination. 
According to Bettlehelm, both learners and non-learners 
often have the goal of success. Learning inhibitions may haye 
positive motives in the ehild: competition is seen as wrong; 
wish to maintain closeness to mother; status-seeking through 
failure by attracting attention in a negative way. Learning 
difficulties may also stem from negativism resulting from a 
wish to defy and/or punish parents, or a general defiance of 
authority. ** 
——*< • I I I I M I I W I nwimmi » • » • >im*m**mmm«^mi*,ilw*mim^m*i*mu*mt HI i imviimii*mH*mmiu-i»**-'»mimm-<*i i . m i i p n * -in i m i i n i i i n w n i i i K ••^•mn» m . •• n ..l»i»ir«-.i».M.i.ii'ii----.III . » . « f — W i i m . i . i w » i n » m t i . mi-m 
OK 
*"^Bruno Bettelheim, "The Decision to Fail," Conflict 
in the Cla^ssrooaj, ed. by Hicolas J. Lons, William C. writs, 
Ruth Q. Mewman {Belmont: Wadsworth Publishing Co., Inc., 
1966), p. 435-446. 
CHAPTER I I I 
aELBCTIOH AMD FOHMIBATOM OF RESEARCH PROBX^f 
Problem Formulation 
This study was conducted at a time when increasing 
emphasis was boinc placed on the importance of children con-
tinuing their education as Ions as possible and receiving 
training to meet the demands of the labour market. The study 
began from a concern that some children, particularly those 
from families on public welfare, were at a severe disadvan-
tage in the educational system. The researchers cite 
statistics concerning the number of families who were re-
ceiving some form of provincial public assistance in 1963, 
and speculate that if in fact receipt of public assistance 
is a factor which can have an adverse effect on school per-
formance, then possibly two million children may be Involved 
26 In this situation. 
Further evidence was found to support the connection 
between inadequate education and unemployment. It was felt 
that the mod for uneducated and unskilled workers would de-
crease as automation spreads. The researchers cite figures 
which stated that in I960, 70.2 per cent of unemployed males 
»»l*i]*ifc.i.WHWi !•—!•»•,1111 ,Wl l«,>»«.y».ii inW**.a».—inn* <i»n < n » > w i ' — ! • • * • ' <•• H u— i I'W m»ini«Wrtiwi.. j#.m— i . . — M — W — u p — W M K M « • — i .u , - «|—•,„ . MI i i n w i » . r » ! M W r t i •»•» » • • » • • 
%!ukhtar A. Malik, School Performance of Children in 
Families receiving. Public ' l ^ p a n c e i n l j l m a d a 1 fOfeSST ?he 
Canadian welfare Council, 1900), p . 27V 
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In Canada, who were able to work, had Grade 8 education or 
leas.^ It would appear, then, that the researchers had 
identified a serious problem area which they sought to ex-
plore in their study. 
The study proposed to address two central questions: 
(1) how public assistance children compare with those of un-
assisted families in the same social stratum, both as to their 
school performance and their potential for it; and (b) whether 
public assistance families differ from unassisted families in 
the sane social stratum with respect to £oals and values that 
have a bearing on educational attainment. 
The first question seems relevent to the problem area 
identified. The second, however, indicates that the research-
ers had already selected two variables they felt were impor-
tant in differentiatlnG these two subgroups In the same social 
stratum with respect to educational performance• Since the 
researchers themselves note the lack of previous research on 
the effect public assistance status has on the individual's be-
haviour, one would question whether by specifying these two 
particular variables at an early stage in the research process 
and apparently based on little empirical data on the subject, 
the researchers may not have overlooked other important vari-
ables. Other Important variables which could have an influ-
ence on the school behaviour are p&mr group relations, atti-
27 
'Unemployment Insurance Commission of Canada, nation-
al Employment Service, Are You Thinklnn of Leaving School? 
(Queen's Printer, Ottax^a, T960''}, p. 5« 
1* 
tudes and expectations of the teachers of these children. 
The main purpose In this study, as stated in the re-
search report, was to examine the school performance of chil-
dren who are attending school concurrently with their parents 
being on assistance. There appears to bo some confusion,how-
over, as to the assumptions which the researchers have based 
their central questions and problem formulation on. Few of 
tho assumptions have been made explicit, and so the reader is 
left to attempt to discover what implicit assumptions are 
underlying this study. It would appear that one assumption 
Is that there are factors associated with public assistance 
status which create a 8df~perpetuatinc cycle of dependency 
on assistance, and these or similar factors also have an in-
fluence on tho goals, norms and values held by members of these 
families. Those assumptions do not appear to have been based 
upon ovidence resulting from a comparison of public assistance 
families and non-assisted families, but rather on comparisons 
between lower and middle class. Following from this Is the 
apparent assumption that assistance families and low-Intome 
families are necessarily of the same social class or stratum. 
Alone with other concepts used In the study, social 
class has not been defined by tho researchers, but it would 
appear that income Is used as the major index of social class. 
Public assistance is defined by the researchers as ". . . con-
tributions of cash or goods made by a public authority to those 
individuals or families who are ablo to demonstrate eligibil-
ity within limits of need and income set down by the authority." 
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This definition includes receipt of assistance based on need 
resulting from situational factors, such as health or physi-
cal disability. In these latter cases, the level and source 
of income could bo as a result of factors over which the in-
dividual had no control and thus are not associated with 
social class. 
The researcher's have further assumed that children of 
pubJUc assistance families would associate themselves with 
children of low Income groups. This was used as a basis for 
selecting the control group of families. The findings in-
dicate, however, that there was a vory wide variation in 
family income amonc the mombors of the control p^roup, which 
would wend to place some doubt on the validity of the con-
clusions drawn from this study. 
In thoir choice of measurements of school performance, 
vho researchers have assumed that the ratings of teachers are 
adequate indices of the childrs academic performance, and the 
examinations «iven in the schools are valid measures of aca-
demic achievement and potential. This assumption could be 
questioned in viow of tho fact that a number of schools were 
used in four cities. As education Is a provincial matter, 
there is room for a wide variation, both between provinces, 
and further between cities. Even tho grading system and 
organisation of courses is not uniform among provinces, and 
the latter varies considerably among cities. It is felt, 
therefore, that an attempt to make explicit at least the 
major assumptions upon which the research is undertaken 
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could have added considerably to the precision of the study 
and thus have influenced the relevance and significance of 
the findings of the research and the conclusions drawn from 
It is not made explicit what type of design the re-
searchers intended to employ when they began th® study. Al-
though there are elements of both the formulative-exploratory 
2 
study and th© diagnostic-descriptive study according to Eahn, 
it would appear that the research began as a diagnostic-des-
criptive study* Three main hypotheses were formulated by the 
researchers: 
(1) recipients of public assistance are characterised by 
goals and values that differ from those of non-recipients, 
(2) these ©sals and values are transmitted to the children of 
recipients, 
(3) these goals and values are associated with lower than 
average performance by children of recipients. 
One criticism of the problem formulation is the fail-
ure to specify In advance the frame of reference within which 
decisions will be mad© concerning the mathodology used in the 
study and the implications the findings and resulting con-
elusions will have for the problem area to be addressed. In 
2$ 
Alfred J . Kahn, "*The Design of Research," Social 
Work Research, ed, by Uorman A. Polansky (Chicago: The 
university of Chicago Press, 19'30), p* 5f* 
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view of the lack of existing knowledge of the problem area, 
it would appear that an exploratory study would have been 
more appropriate, rathor than attempting a more sophisticated 
level of research and failing to carry out tho rrore refined 
techniques of problem formulation, sampling and control de-
manded. 
The purpose of the hypotheses, according to Cohen and 
Na-^ el is to direct the search for the order anon-: facts, and in 
so doin?, some facts are of necessity seen as significant and 
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others are not. Because of the lack of previous knowled;e, 
it is questionable whether these hypotheses express a rele-
vant connection of facts based on previous knowledge. The 
attempt has been made in the three hypotheses not only to es-
tablish that relationships exist, bat also to attempt to 
specify what the relationships are and to attempt to explain 
them. It would soem that an attempt has been made to proceed 
too quickly and to axplore too much of the problem area in a 
very speculative manner. Hippie, in dealing with problem 
identification and formulation, states that if relationships 
are found to exist research can then proceed to state these 
relationships as hypotheses, and ultimately to develop hy-
potheses that explain these relationships.' Even in stating 
— ••» ••pm.ii. nWiin» i i iuini iu—nww II i n w m i . i i i . w w ! i^in n w m w * 11 • • • • . -*- . .m -i.i.miM.—H.I t , . , . . . ^ M * . - . • iM.—••—IILIMIM , •••mf—muni',. >mMmm*»mmumr*r*"mm*ii—mi'mt""**,m>inw*mMm*'~>™m 
2t> 
-'Korris Cohen and Ernest Nagel, An Introduction to 
Lo.lj-c and Scientific r-Iethod (New York: Harcourt, Brace and 
Co. ,~l934T7p. 201. 
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^ Lilian Ripple, "Problem Identification and Formula-
tion," Socj aln 'for?: Researcht ed. by Norman A. Polansky 
(Chicago: "TTie* "Dniversity of Chicago Press, I960), p.* 37. 
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their hypotheses, the researchers have failed to define the 
concepts used: values, f*oals, and school performance. 
Maf1or Variables Used 
Based on the purpose of the study, the major vari-
ables were public assistance and school performance. The 
researchers followed the basic format of the exploratory 
study and attempted to investigate other variables and their 
possible Influence on the relationship between the receipt 
of public assistance and school performance. Although they 
have attempted to gather information on the major areas which 
may affect school performance, some important areas such as 
health, general characteristics of each school used in the 
sample as well as teacher attitudes toward the students, have 
not been considered. Physical defects such as defective hear-
ing and vision, physical retardation and general health have 
tended to be associated with lower school achievement. It 
has been found that children from lower socioeconomic groups 
tend to have a higher incidence of inadequate health, possibly 
as a result of poorer diet and hygiene. Rosenthal and Jacob-
son have dealt with the relationship between the teacher's 
expectations and attitudes and the school performance of the 
child.3 
Paul Henry Kussen, John J. Conger, and Jerome Kogan, 
fhild Development'and Personality (New York: Harper and Row, 956), pp. 437-441. 
2 
Robert Rosenthal, Lenore Jacobson, "Teacher Expecta-
tions for the Disadvantaged," Scientific American, CCYIII 
(April, 1963), pp. 19-23." 
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In this study, public assistance is defined by the 
researchers as ". . . contributions of cash or goods made by 
a public authority to those individuals or families who are 
able to demonstrate eligibility within limits of need and in-
come set down by the authority." Two types of assistance 
were distinguished for the purpose of this study. Categori-
cal assistance to the blind, disabled and elderly does not 
cover the dependents of these individuals and therefore re-
cipients of this form of aid were not included in the study. 
Hon-catejcorical assistance usually falls under the categories 
of social allowance, social assistance, mothers' allowance 
and unemployment assistance. It is designed to meet the 
needs of families affected by divorce, separation, desertion, 
sickness, death, and unemployment of the principle earning 
member resulting in family disorganisation. This latter 
category of assistance is a provincial responsibility, al-
though in most provinces it is administered at the municipal 
level for residents of the municipality's jurisdiction. 
Although the major variables do seem appropriate to 
the problem area, the research report does not define the 
major variables in conceptual terms. Since operational de-
finitions are developed from the conceptual definition of 
variables, it is difficult to see how a reliable and valid 
instrument can be established to gather data. Academic 
achievement, which is not defined conceptually, was assessed 
in terms of good, average and poor grades attained for three 
years. This leaves room for subjective assessments on the 
of the teachers involved, thus reducing the validity of the 
measurement. Other factors included in the study were: 
family composition, income, education of parents, occupa-
tion and employment record of the head of family, ethnicity 
and religion, educational and occupational data on oldest 
child, attitudes toward public assistance and education, 
educational and occupational aspirations and expectations 
of parent and child. 
CHAPTER I? 
METHODOLOGY OF RESEARCH 
Research Design 
In view of the apparent scarcity of previous research 
into the relationship between public assistance,status, and 
school performance, one appropriate aim of a study would be 
to gather as n.uch data as possible on all factors which 
might influence this relationship. An exploratory study 
could have been used to lay the groundwork to formulate 
hypotheses for experimental research. Although the research-
ers seem to have begun by designing a descriptive-diagnostic 
study and developed hypotheses for testing, their methodology 
has more closely followed that of an exploratory study. Their 
conclusions have, however, been based on a research design 
demanding a greater sensitivity to variables and more rigid 
sampling than has been employed in this study. 
Sampling 
The four cities—Montreal, Winnipeg, Edmonton and 
Vancouver—were selected because of the cooperation and help 
offered by the local public welfare departments and school 
boards. It is questionable whether this represents a cross-
section of the country, as three Western cities have been 
included while Ontario and the Maritire Provinces are not 
part of the study at all. 
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Ethnic representation, although stated by the re-
searcher as a consideration in selecting the sample, is not 
apparent in the analysis of the data. Ho mention Is made 
of the number of Canadian Indians included in the sample. 
The experimental group was selected by a random 
method from lists of welfare families in each city. The 
criterion used for selecting these families were: (1) the 
family was to have been on assistance for at least six 
months or more, as of October 1, 1965; (2) families should 
have at least one child attendin: school who was at least 
twelve years old and in Grade 7 or higher. It was felt that 
the family should be on public assistance long enough for 
this experience to have some impact on it, and the children 
selected should be in ordinary classes and not attending 
special classes. The researchers acknowledge that there was 
a bias toward the exclusion of youa: families because of 
the age requirement for children in the sample. 
The experimental families were selected from the 
families of the three "best friends*' named by th® experi-
mental group of children in their questionnaire. The re-
searchers appear not to have met their goal of selecting a 
control group of families who were not on assistance, but 
who were in the same socio-economic group. Income was 
used as one index of social class and it was found that 
$3 per cent of the experimental group had a monthly income 
of less than $300, while 7^.4 per cent of the families in 
the control group had incomes of over $300 per month, and 
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about one-quarter of these families had an income over $600 
per month. Almost half of the heads of the control families 
held low-payins, blue-collar, or semi-skilled jobs. Upon 
further examination it was found that in establishing their 
criteria for selection, the researchers had not anticipated 
that 42 per cent of the mothers in th® control group were 
working, while most of the mothers in the assistance group 
were unemployed, 
A control group of only half the size of the experi-
mental group was used. Part of the rationale behind this 
decision gives an indication of how quality was sometimes 
needlessly sacrificed in view of resources, time, and man-
power in this study. By keeping the number of families 
small, it was anticipated that a relatively small research 
tear \*ith correspondingly few controls on quality and uni-
formity of interviewing techniques could be applied. 
Data Collection Methods 
The main sources of gathering information and data 
were (1) Parents* Questionnaire, (2) Student's Question-
naire, (3) Family Public Assistance Records, (4) School 
Record Sheet. 
Although the research report itself makes no men-
tion of any pretests which were carried out, a reference is 
mad® in the Acknowledgements in the report to a pretest of 
the questionnaire. Pretesting is a necessary requirement 
for the development of reliable and valid research instru-
ments which are relatively free from bias. 
2a 
The parents' questionnaire consisted of an interview 
schedule which was administered verbally to the parents by 
trained interviewers. In most casos, tho mother was th© 
respondent, but this is not specified in the results. The 
questionnaire dealt with demographic information about the 
family, educational and occupational achievements of parents 
and oldest child out of school, as well as questions with 
respect to education achievement, occupational aspirations 
and expectations of the child, and attitudes toward public 
assistance In reneral. 
The child's questionnaire was completed at home by 
tho child with the interviewer present. He was not to get 
any help fron the parents, but could ask for an explanation 
of questions from the Interviewer. 
In exploring she use of parental attitude question-
naires, it lias been indicated that ideally the Instrument 
used should be standardised on both tho riddle-class and 
disadvantaged ;>roup, if these two groups are to be compared. 
Problems in tho administration of the teat can result from 
such things as language difficulties; differences in con-
notation of words; tho circumstances under which the informa-
tion is gathered, such as distractions In tho home setting! 
and the influence of class and racial differences between 
Interviewer and respondent." From the results in this study, 
"llorraa Rodin and Paul II. Qlasser, "The Use of Paren-
tal Attitude Questionnaires with Culturally Disadvantaged 
Families," Journal of Karria-te and the Family, XXVII (August, 1965), pp. yv^wT^ 
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it would appoai" that the latter iii;ght be operating and the 
experimental families identifying with tho welfare worker. 
Thoy seemed to express negative feelings about teachers 
more freely than about welfare workers, and also tended vo 
understate th© actual arount of «sslstance they were re-
ceiving , It is significant to note, however, that the 
assistance far*.Hies wore "request odt? by tho welfare depart-
ments to participate in tho study and this could introduce 
a bias. 
The questionnaires and interview schedules were 
composed of both open-ended and forcod choice questions. 
In the children*s questionnaire, tho LIkert scale was used 
to explore parental -attitudes and interest In school as 
perceived by the child. In some sections, the questions 
appear to bo rather leading, with questions concerning at-
titudes toward work, following l-i-iediatoly tho30 dealing 
with attitudes and values held toward work, The ordering 
of che questions seems to shift fror: one subject area to 
the next, combining questions on employment and education 
without any apparent logical connection. Use of a test-
retest method, factor analysis and examination for response-
sets would tend to increase tho validity and reliability of 
the research instruments. 
The Family Public Assistance Board was completed by 
the local public welfare department in each city and pro-
vided a complete record from October 1, 1962 to October 1, 
I965. This information was lacking on thirty-two of the 
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one hundred and two fai llios in tho Ilontreal sample when 
the record sheets were lost ia tho mail. 
Tho cumulative school record kept on each child 
by zhe school system proved to be a problem in the study. 
As children were attending; schools all over the city, the 
record keeping system was not uniform, ami in 1'cntreal, the 
form had to be revised. The evaluation of academic achieve-
ment was in ter.es of
 4,ood, average, and poor grades by tho 
students, k.lien based on tests and grading systems not 
standardized aror^ tho schools, measurement of this vari-
able could be influenced considerably by subjective evalu-
ation by teachers. The school records were compared with 
parental knowledge of tho child's school performance. This 
comparison is questioned, since at the tir.e of the field 
interviews the first report card had not been sent home, 
and thus parents would have to rely on chair recollections 
of tho child's school performance fror. previous years. 
Treatment of the Data 
Descriptive statistics have been employed in this 
study to analyse the data. Descriptive categories were 
developed from the information obtained fron questionnaires 
and interviews. Percentage distributions were obtained 
both for the four-city sample as a whole and also for each 
city. The data wero separated according to public assis-
tance far,Hies and unassisted families. 
The lai\ ely doscriptivo nature cf the analysis and 
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the lack of any tests for significance of differences found 
in distribution would tend to place this study in the explora-
tory category, leaving statistical analysis to future more 
refined research. The researchers have, however, used the 
data gathered to test the hypotheses which they formulated 
and so have moved to a more sophisticated level of research. 
In order to accept or reject these hypotheses with any de-
gree of confidence, some measure must be obtained of the 
significance of th© results to determine whether the dif-
ferences found were caused by chance or sampling errorf 
or whether they really do represent differences which are 
found in the population from which the samples were selected. 
CHAPTER V 
§mwar OF rimm 
The researchers concluded that the data gathered 
supports th® three hypotheses which they attempted to test. 
This study does not show that beinc on assistance is the 
cause gf poor school performance. The researchers sug-
gest that assistance status and poor performance might 
both be the result of other factors such as the social 
alienation of the parents, and that a causal relationship 
can only be established through further study. 
It would appear, then, that had the design been 
that of an exploratory study, in which one of the a ins 
was to formulate hypotheses for further testing, the re-
searchers could have drawn similar conclusions* They 
chose instead to us© a nore refined research design, but 
did not proceed to meet the more demanding level of samp-
line, data collecting methods, statistical analysis and 
control of variables, required in a descriptive study. Al-
though this lack of consistency would tend to reflect upon 
th© validity of the study and the conclusions drawn by the 
researchers concerning their hypotheses*, nevertheless, the 
association of the factors identified in the study would 
suggest that changes both in the educational and welfare 
system would alter the situation of the families receiying 
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public assistance. Two major differences found between the 
research groups were related to the level of family income 
and family stability. In ?1.4 per cent of the assistance 
f&Tdlies, as opposed to 9,9 per cent of the control group, 
there was no father present in the hone, In both groups 
the families tended to b© larger than average in sise. The 
education of the father in both groups was judged to be in-
adequate, with financial and family problems the major rea-
sons g'ven for leaving school early. As compared to the 
experimental families, the mothers and fathers in the con-
trol families were slightly better educated. 
Although receipt of public assistance for at least 
six months prior to being in th© study was one of the criteria 
for inclusion in the experimental group, the data gathered 
suggested to the researchers that the families were chroni-
cally dependent on assistance. The nreat majority had re-
ceived assistance for over ten months in each of the pre-
ceding: three years, and over half had been on assistance for 
five or more years. About 35 per cent of tho assistance 
families expressed negative reactions toward receiving wel-
fare. Concerning the effect public assistance has had on 
their social relations, these farilies felt lacking in res-
pect and acceptance by others and felt cut off from social 
activities. They felt their children were looked down upon 
at school because they did not possess the material goods 
other students had, and they suffered from the stigma at-
tached to assistance status. 
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In comparing the oldest child out of school in both 
groups, those in the experimental group were found to have 
been less successful at school, earlier dropouts, employed 
in lower status jobs, and to have a higher incidence of un-
employment than tho control group. Tho researchers con-
cluded from this that even if parental aspirations for 
children are similar in both groups, the parental example 
of educational and occupational levels strongly influence 
the ch'ld*a achievement. The researchers fail to examine 
the question as to why parental levels are lower. 
The parents in both groups had little contact with 
their child*s teachor. The parents in tho control group 
had higher educational as well as occupational aspirations 
and expectations of the children. There was a drop in the 
actual level they expected the child would achieve in rela-
tion to their aspirations. This sa^e difference in educa-
tional and occupational expectations and aspirations are to 
some extent apparent when comparing the responses of the 
children in both groups. It was found that the children in 
tho control group felt their parents showed greater interest 
in their school work and plans for the future; however, con-
clusions drawn from this can be questioned in view of the 
small percentage of assistance families where both parents 
were in the home. The researchers have failed to specify 
which of the parents was Interviewed, In families where 
the father was absent, information was gathered on the most 
recent male residing in the household who was acting as 
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father or guardian to tho child. This is not a valid 
criteria for inclusion of data in the study, as there \*#ould 
be considerable variation in stability of household composi-
tion. The researchers have interpreted the greater differ-
ence betx-zeen employment aspirations and expectation in the 
control ^roup than in the experimental ; roup as a possible 
ind*cation that ass'stance children have a mere realistic, 
almost fatalistic, outlook toifsrd their future expectations 
for employmentj whereas the control group do not see their 
future as being so clearly defined for them. 
The policy changes suggested by the researchers, 
based on the findings of the study, are directed at both 
the social welfare system and the school systems. The pay-
ment of & rate of public assistance is recommended to provide 
an adequate standard of living to naintain family solidarity 
and encouragje children to remain in school. The individual 
would bo encouraged to work toward economic self-sufficiency 
by permitting supplementation of earnings by welfare payments. 
The researchers have presented conclusions and recommendations, 
based on the data they have gathered, in the sarc generalized 
manner as they have addressed the problem area itself. They 
h&ve not stated at what level the policy changes should take 
place. They have also failed to select specific target areas 
for change or to identify possible change agents. 
CHAPTER VI 
IMPLICATIONS OP THE RESEARCH PROJECT FOR 
SOCIAL WORK KNOWLEDGE AHD PRACTICp 
The main purpose of this study was to examine the 
school performance of children who are attending school 
concurs mitly with their parents being on assistance. The 
data
 s,ath@red has identified areas which should be address-
ed so as to allow low income families, particularly those 
on public assistance, to Lore fully participate in and bene-
fit fro:., existing opportunities in the community. 
The data gathered in this study and the conclusions 
drawn by the researchers contribute little to social work 
knowledge. The question of weaknesses in methodology which 
would tend to detract from the significance of any findings 
has been discussed earlier in uhis paper. There were, how-
ever, differences found between tho two sample groaps drawn 
from low income far-lies which would indicate possible dif-
ferences In family composition, educational and occupational 
aspects, iS well as expectations and aspirations for the 
children. These differences correspond *o Kollis* comments 
on the erroneous view which is frequently held that low in-
come families comprise a homogeneous cultural .roup. 34 Al-
•^Florence Hollis, "Casework and Social Class," Social 
Casework. XLVI (October, 19^5), p« 464. 
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though low income families may be characterised by family 
disorganisation, inadequate education, and a lack of voca-
tional skill or training, they may nevertheless differ in 
their response to their environment, 
Meyer has stated the importance of the social 
worker's knowledge of sociocultural and economic forces 
that influence family life, family relationships, and the 
behaviour and ideals of each family member,35 #fhis study 
has used a sociocultural approach to studying the problem 
of the effects of public assistance status on educational 
performance and adjustment, and as such has tended to focus 
on the social environment of these families. Stein has sug-
gested that this type of approach directs attention to the 
deficiencies, strains and inequalities which may be con-
tributing to the pressure the clients face.3" The socio-
cultural approach helps th© caseworker to locate the family 
within the larger society in order to better understand the 
way each individual and the family as a ^roup are affected 
by their social environment. Although the descriptive data 
gathered in this study is largely of a very generalized 
nature it, nevertheless, does tend to indicate that the 
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•'Carol H. Meyer, "Individualizing th® Rul$iproblem 
Family," in Differential Diagnosis, and Treatment In Social 
Work. ed, by 'Francis J. Twner'tM'ew'^fbrk*: The Free Press', 
¥$m), p. 597. 
^°Herman D, Stein, "The Concept of the Social Environ-
ment in Social Work Practice," in Ego-Oriented Casework, ed. 
by Howard J. Parad and Roger R. Killer (New Yorki Family 
Service Association of America, 196$), p. $5» 
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characteristics and circumstances associated with low income 
families foond in research studies in the United States" are 
also found as on^ similar groups in selected areas In Canada. 
This is not a situation to be proud of, and by focusing, rather 
superficially on rather large sample, the researchers have 
failed to identify precisely any specific target areas for 
change, 
Based on the measurer ent of school performance used 
In tho rg- ady, children in public assistance far Hies do not 
attain tho sar e level of academic achieves ent as do children 
in farilLos not on issistance. In response to questions 
dealing with the value and importance placed on education, 
parents in both groups wanted their children to achieve an 
idoqu ic education to * jet the demands of present employment 
needs, and hoped their children would bo srere successful than 
they had been. The study has also indicated that a l~r:e 
proportion of th© parents in the assistance group felt that 
a scci'*l oil. ma attached to public assistance status is re-
flected in their relationships with others. This is also 
reflected in the children*s peer relationships and lack of 
involvement in school activities. The researchers have at-
tempted tc explain the differences in school perfcrranco in 
terms of value orientations, soci'lizaticn *"bsence of role 
i odels and ether psychosocial factors. Behaviour must also 
be viewed as a response to err/iron ontal factors sach **s 
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Meyer, "Individualizing the Kultiproblem Family," 
P. 397. 
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income, ethnic and religious background, and place of resi-
dence. Care must be taken, however, not to see a family*3 
life stylo as being influenced by only economic factors. 
This research project has identified a f~roup of 
individuals in tho community who are faced wHh r situation 
In which they are unable to participate fully in the op-
portunities available in the community. It is necessary 
for pressure to bo brourht to bear on those systems and in-
dividuals which are prevent in™ such groups from ha via7 full 
participation. Brager sees the social worker in his role as 
advocate on behalf of a client-group acting to protect the 
consumer interest. This calls for, 
. . . a many faceted approach, including challenging 
the constitutionality of administrative rulings and 
statutes adversely affecting users of public services? 
advocating the interests of the poor directly in 
dealing with public institutions\ exerting pressure 
for change to brine about greater institutional res-
ponsiveness to client needs5 assisting the client to 
act on his own behalf, both as an effective spur to 
institutional response and as a means of exercising 
control over his life.3* 
The researchers in their recommendations based on 
the findings of the study have suggested some changes which 
should be made in the existing welfare system. «elfare 
rates should be related to an adequate standard of living 
based on family need, rather than any arbitrary criteria. 
Increased family income may prevent the occurrence of farily 
George Bra4ger, "Motivation—A Social Worker*s 
Perspective" in Education for Social Work with "Unmotivated 
Clients« Brandeis "University Papers in Soeial V/olfarVTIo* 9 
iWaitham, Mass.; 19&S), pp. 173-174. 
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breakdown, which was indicated in the research study by the 
high percentage of families where the father was missing. 
In Montreal, the maximum allowance for two adults and on® 
dependent child was quoted by the researchers to be $155 P®T 
month. In Ontario the basic rate under the Family Benefits* 
Act is $116 - $129 per month, plus approximately $$5 per 
month for shelter « ^ 
The study also found that children in the experimen-
tal families left school at an earlier age than did children 
of other socioeconomic classes. This would appear to empha-
sise the need for added economic incentives to keep the 
children in school, including increased supleraents for de-
pendent children in school, and higher levels of exemption 
for family earnings* 
The researchers saw financial dependency as a factor 
contributing to family breakdown and school performance, 
This affected the normal social role image of the male adult 
In the assistance families. 0sing Montreal and the Family 
Benefits' Act in Ontario as examples, there are presently few 
incentives for the individual to strive to achieve economic 
independence. Welfare payments cannot be used to supplement 
earned income to meet family needs for an adequate standard 
of living* According to the researchers, the maximum per-
missible income in Montreal for a family of two adults and 
•But***., M . M -•^HW.inWM.Mimmi - wn.w.1 i i . i , m . . i i . i » H ^ , l * ^ w , l . * w w i t l w . M , M , , v , l i l i » . . | i . w . . W l W . »m*n>w<i».-i».m .«P~mm»»>'»,»*m~.,. m-mmw-* a.m. ..•HIMH.W-IW.I—»•> 
-^Province of Ontario, Department of Social and 
Family Services. fhg^ Family, ffenefits* Act an^ Re^qla^iong, 
Office Consolidation, 1966, pp. 16, 20, 
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one dependent is $155 per month. In Ontario, the welfare 
recipient in this category is allowed to ©am $4$ P@r &onth 
and to retain $1 out of &rmry $4 in excess of that amount, 
but may not work more than 120 hours p&r month.*0 
The social stigca attached to public assistance 
status felt by recipients was identified by the researchers 
in their findings, Policy changes to ensure that welfare 
allowances would permit the recipients to maintain a stan-
dard of living,in relation to that of their coaraunity, 
sufficient to give thea a feeling of dignity 'ind to meet 
physical and socio1 needs, would help alleviate this. There 
is also nmd for an expansion of income maintenance programs 
on an insurance basis such as negative income tax rather than 
assistance on a SJneedsM basis, 
Welfare is a provincial responsibility, and as such 
there are many variations in policy, administration and ser-
vices provided both at a provincial and runicipal level. 
For this reason, it is difficult to do a study of public as-
sistance systems involving severr.l provinces. It was evi-
dent fror-i the findings that although rmform and social action 
are extremely important factors in bringing; about change in 
the existing welfare system, there was still a m^d for 
casework services with the individual or family unit. Per-
sonal problems are often <u result of social deprivation and 
strains brought about by low income and unemployment. It 
—*i»,i H * ! m tumtw x m m«' •' '••• - W I M W I !••• .mi mammMVmm mv»m> » f a w » - Mfci, . i. w w w in • • i. *»••" >m*> v - — T r r i —-r-Trr-irnin rt v -nitw mf\MUtT IIWI i - imnrmwr- in l im».rr" •••i.miri M » i m i inlni.r.w 
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was found that those who received welfare for over six months 
tended to become lomg-term recipients. The aim of casework 
in the welfare department would be both to help the Individual 
overcome the damage done to his personality as a result of 
long periods of dependence, as well as to attempt to restore 
the recipient to self-sufficiency as quickly as possible. Ef-
fective casework intervention as well as financial aid at 
times of crises could prevent the f-'nily or individual from 
becoming needlessly dependent on assistance. According to 
Mollis, noace these poverty-induced problems have become 
imbedded in the individual employment alone can no longer 
cure them*1*^* 
The school system- has bean identified as another 
area for change. As no attempt has been made by the re-
searchers to examine variations in specific aspects of edu-
cational performance and adjustment, there are few implica-
tions to be drawn from this study for changes in curriculum 
or teacher training. It is evident, however, that at present 
the school is not meeting the needs and abilities of children 
from low income families. 
The Hall-Dennis report on education has proposed re-
commendations which address some of the problems of this 
group. It advocates equality of educational opportunity, 
rather than identical opportunity, with every child having 
a right to the best possible learning experience based on 
Hollis, "Casework and Social Cl^ss," p. 463. 
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interest and aptitudes regardless of social or financial 
position. The Report suggests that some of the difficulties 
resulting Iron vari' tions in bacl^grounds could be overcome 
by the introduction of pre-klndergarten schooling for ;tll 
children, This would help the children to acquire langu- ge 
and skills which middle-class children bring with them to 
school. 
Mobilisation for Youth, identified deficiencies in 
verbal skills to be on© of the broad substantive areas for 
change in attempt in-" fo have the needs of lower-income, 
minority .group children met by th® public schools. Experi-
mental programs were designed to improve instruction in 
reading, focusing both on pre-school and school-age chil-
d r e n " 
Both sample groups of parents in the research study 
had little contact with the school. The children in this 
study likewise, were not involved in extra-curricular ac-
tivities at school. This lack of involvement may be a re-
sult of negative feelings th® parents have of their own 
school experience and limited education. In order to en-
courage or help their children with school activities, the 
flying and. Learning. The Report of th© Provincial 
Committee on Aims and Objectives of Education in the Schools 
of Ontario {Torontoi The Sewton Publishing Company, 1963), 
"^ George A. Bracer, "Effecting Organisational Change 
Through a Demonstration Projects The Case of the Schools,H 
i n
 CocBmmityAction Against Poverty, ed by George A, Brager 
c.nd Francis P." Pure ell (New Haven: College and University 
Press, 19^7), p. 105. 
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parents need to have some knowledge of what is happening in 
the school. 
Harburger, in describing the Detroit Groat Cities 
School Improvement Project, has shown how schools can be 
turned Into true community schools to promote involvement 
of the entire family. The object of the project was to 
increase the school performance of children with limited 
backgrounds. A program of interest and skill classes was 
begun, based on the expressed needs and wishes of the par-
ents. It was desired to reach out and attempt to involve 
total families in activities centred around the schools. 
Parents and regular staff of the school were included in the 
project to foster a working relationship between parents and 
teachers. Community-school projects should encourage the 
families in the community to see the school as a resource 
for helping them w'th both Individual and community problems. 
Success of a project of this type depends on the development 
of indigenous leadership if it is to succeed, as the aim is 
to help the individuals and local community assume their 
responsibilities toviard th© education of their children, -aid 
to exert some pressure and influence on the school system so 
that needs of a particular sroup of children will be met.^1* 
The research findings indicate that social work should 
bo incorporated into th© school system to help the child and 
Carl L. Marburger, "Considerations for Educational 
Planning," in Education in Depressed Areas, ed by A, Harry 
Passow IHew York!Teachers7 College Press, 1963), p. 29$-
320. 
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his farily. All three methods—casework, group work and 
community organization could bo used to involve parents 
In the educational pious for their children. Parents* groups 
could have both -.n education-1 purpose—that of informing; 
parents about school programs and curriculum—and a thera-
peutic purpose to provide an opportunity for them to discuss 
problems they encounter with their children. Such groups 
could be very effective in identifying gaps in service or 
particular needs of their ehlldran wh*ch should be addressed 
by tho school. Comn,v*'+'r organisation would play '• very im-
portant part in attempting to involve other systems such as 
co-nunlty health and soci 1 service agencies to provide more 
comprehensive service to the school population. 
It has been suggested that as the school is in such 
close proximity to tho community it serves, it would provide 
a natural sett'n1* for a neighbourhood 'mlti-servlce scttlnr 
oncoripasin. - ox 1st in." community social services at the neigh-
bourhood level,^ Those would include fir Sly counselling, 
public assistance programs, comnunity health programs, is 
woll as far.'ly recreational and educational services. It 
would be possible then to provide for nn integration of ser-
vice based on preventative approach to community problems. 
^Bertram K, Beck, ''The School and the Family—II 
From tho Viewpoint of the Social Worker," in Helping the 
Family in Urban Society. ed, by Fred DelliquaeTri (Mew York: 
Columb la University"Press, 19^3), pp. 43-44. 
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